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The statistical theory for ferroelectricity developed by the author in an earlier series of
papers is used to interpret the dielectric properties of LiNb03 and to compare the findings
with those obtained in the earlier papers for LiTa03. After evaluating and comparing the mi-
croscopic parameters which control the ferroelectric behavior of the two systems, it becomes
evident that the major difference between their ferroelectric properties, particularly as re-
gards the Curie temperature, centers around the greater covalency and greater strength of
the tantalum-oxygen (compared with the niobium-oxygen) bond. The spontaneous polarization
for both salts is found to be 45% ionic, 55% electronic; ionic charges of +1.4 and +0.8 elec-
tronic units are calculated for the formal-charge-(+5) iona niohium and tantalum, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a series of earlier papers, ' a statistical the-
ory was developed for ferroelectrically ordered
systems. The main point of the work was to dem-
onstrate the possibility of describing in a fairly
quantitative way the dielectric properties of at
least some ferroelectric systems in terms of only
a few microscopic parameters; few enough, in
particular, for these parameters to be overde-
termined by a comparison of theory with experi-
ment.

In terms of the theory, the simplest ferroelec-
tric systems are those which exhibit only a single
polar phase, have only a single grossly tempera-
ture-dependent-optic-phonon mode (soft mode),
and are essentially classical systems (as far as
dielectric properties are concerned) over most
of the polar phase. The last condition requires
that the soft-mode frequency at low temperatures
should have an energy Av, which is less than or
of the order kTc, where T~ is the Curie tempera-
hire. The displacement ferroelectrics LiTaO,
and LiNbO, satisfy these conditions fairly well and
it was for this reason that one of them, namely,
LiTaO„was chosen to test the theory. ' It was
discovered that the dielectric properties of

iTa03 wer e indeed exp lained in a fair ly quantita-
tive manner in terms of the theory and that the
theory was self-consistent. The relevant micro-
scopic parameters were determined and thei. r ac-
curacy roughly estimated.

In the present paper, the calculations are re-
peated for isomorphic LiNb03 and a comparison
made between the tantalate and niobate salts.
Such a comparison is particularly interesting for
this case because, in spite of their isomorphous
structures in both the polar and nonpolar phases,

some of their dielectric properties [and particu-
larly their Curie temperatures 890 K (LiTaO, )
and 1470 'K (LiNb03)] are suprisingly different.

After evaluating and comparing the microscopic
parameters which determine the ferroelectric
behavior of the two systems, it becomes evident
that a major difference between these ferroelec-
trics centers around the greater strength of the
tantalum-oxygen bond (compared with niobium-
oxygen). The effect reduces the Curie tempera, -
ture of the tantalate, with respect to the niobate,
by increasing the stiffness of the local contribu-
tion to the soft mode and tnus making it more dif-
ficult for the negative contribution from the di-
polar forces to bring about the transition to the
double minimum potential and the onset of ferro-
electricity.

The Curie-temperature difference is made even
more dramatic by the greater degree of covalency
found for the tantalate, which decreases the ef-
fective point charges and hence, decreases the di-
polar forces in LiTa03 with respect to LiNb03.

In Sec. II, we present the effective Hami. ltonian
in whose terms the statistical theory is cast, and
evaluate the microscopic parameters it contains
for the case of LiNbQ, by a direct comparison of
theory with experiment. These parameters are
tnen compared with those determined earlier'
for LiTa03. In Sec. III, the results are analyzed
in the light of the findings that intercell correla-
tion effects for ionic motion must be recognized.
We find that for I iNbO„just as for LiTaO„ the
ionic motion is very dominantly correlated to
temperatures of the order of (and almost certain-
ly above) the very elevated Curie temperature.
Finally, effective ionic charges, electronic po-
larizabibties, bonding frequencies, etc. , are
calculated and compared for the two salts.
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II. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR LiNb03

P ..=(S/v)~, (2. 2)

where S is an effective-charge parameter. The
microscopic interpretation of the parameters
O, A, B,g, S, and y involved has been given in the
preceding paper' and will be set out further in
Sec. III. The angular brackets in Eq. (2. 1) rep-
resent an ensemble (thermal) average, (P„„)being
the thermodynamic ionic polarization. Since v is
directly measurable from x-ray or neutron dif-
fraction studies, Eq. (2. 1) contains five param-
eters to be determined by comparing the results
of a statistical calculation with experiment, viz. ,
&uo, A, 8, qs, and yS. The total polarization (P)
we relate to its ionic part (P„g by

(P) =0 (P)o )=(6 S/v)($) (2 3)

in the absence of applied field, defining a sixth
"unknown" g S. We take q to be frequency in-
dependent, thereby restricting ourselves to a
range of frequencies well below the onset of elec-
tronic transitions. The six microscopic param-
eters determining the general dielectric behavior
of LiNb03 may now be determined by a comparison
of theory with experiment.

A. Dielectric Constant

At temperatures approaching the transition
temperature T~, the contribution of the soft mode
to dielectric constant becomes very large and the
one soft-mode approximation is at its best. Ex-
perimentally, susceptibility data are only avail-
able up to about 1200 'K (= 0. 82 Tc) and follow a
Curie-Weiss law over a wide temperature range.
However, the Curie-Weiss intercept is some 120 'K
below Tc and indicates (not, as suggested in Ref.
4, the possibility of a first-order phase change,
which would require an intercept above Tc) that
the relationship is spurious in the sense that the
parameters which it defines are not related to
those in the theoretically derived Curie-Weiss
.law for the T-T limit. To make use of theory,

Following the development of the statistical the-
ory as given in Ref. 1, we describe the dielectric
properties of LiNbO, in terms of an effective
Hamiltonian

vX„,=-,'(~'+ ~',~') +a~'+ a~' —qS((Z+ y(P...)),
(2. 1)

where m and $ are, respectively, the conjugate-
momentum and displacement coordinates of the
soft mode of lattice vibration, e is the volume of
a primitive cell of the crystal lattice, E is the
applied (Maxwell) field taken to be in the direction
of the polar axis, and

it is necessary to extrapolate the susceptibility
to infinity at T~ by allowing for a deviation from
Curie-Weiss behavior in this region. This we
have done by appealing to the experimental results
for LiTaO3 which are available right up to Tc .
These measurements for isomorphous LiTaO„
when plotted as a function of T~ —T, join very
smoothly onto the I iNbO, data (see Fig. 1) and
are therefore very probably indicative of the be-
havior of the susceptibility of I iNb03 in the crit-
ical region. With this assumption we find, as
T-T~, the relationship

e„„.= (0.75x IO')/(T, —T) .
Theoretically, the corresponding result is'

(2.4)

~„„,= (4m''/y)P'c/(T -T )JCj',
where C&=2p. ——,, and where p, as a function of
the relevant microscopic parameters has been
computed in part I of Ref. 1. We deduce

(2. 5)

n'/y=8. 1(-,'- ~') . (2 6)

At low temperatures, the contribution of the soft
mode to the dielectric constant (sometimes called
the strength of the mode) has been measured by
Barker and Loudon to be S = 16.0 from a study
of the infrared reflection spectra. Theoretically,
it is given by'

s = 4vqq'S'/[v~'(T) J (2.7)

where (u(T) is the soft-mode frequency at temper-
ature T.

It is useful to analyze many of the data in terms
of a convenient pair of dimensionless parameters
defined as follows'.

~'/P'=(qyS'/v)/~;, (0')'"/f = ~/(IIqyS'/v) .
(2.S)

This pair of temperature-independent parameters
determines the nature of the phase transition, i. e. ,
first- or second-order, displacement or order-
disorder ferroelectric, etc. , as shown in Fig. 2.
The former measures the ratio of effective-field
energy to the harmonic-contribution energy, and
the latter is, in a sense, a measure of quartic
anharmonicity. As in LiTa03, we shall find our-
selves concerned with the case of negative quartic
anharmoni city.

8. Soft-Mode Frequency

The temperature dependence of the soft-mode
frequency in the ferroelectric phase of LiNbO3
has been measured both by a study of infrared
reflection spectra and of Raman spectra. '

At very low temperatures, the soft-mode frequen-
cy approaches 258 cm '. At room temperature
the frequency has decreased slightly to 248 cm '
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15 theory' predicts

w (T)/~0 2(——',——p ')(T~ —T)//Tc . (2. 11)

Experimentally, this form holds right down to
room temperature. If this is to hold theoretically
also, we must have

~'(300)/~0 =1.69(3 —p') . (2. 12)

O
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Using Eqs. (2. 9) and (2.6), this reduces directly
to P/o. ' =4.0. This tells us immediately that the
small anharmonicity approximation is not appro-
priate for LiNb03. The extension of the above
procedure to larger values of anharmonicity has
been discussed in Ref. 1 and requires numerical
computations of some complexity. We need not
repeat the details here except to quote the result,
viz. , P/+ = 2. 0+0.6, where the error brackets
result from approximate numerical integrations
coupled with other approximations detailed in parts
II and III of Ref. 1.

Coupling these data with the restrictions on P'/o.
and P

' /6, resulting from the knowledge that
LiNb03 is a displacement ferroelectric ~ "
(microscopically centrosymmetric nonpolar phase),
and has a second-order or nearly second-order
phase transition' &

"and a soft-mode frequency
going to (or very close to) zero at Tc, can be seen

FIG. 1. Plot of reciprocal susceptibility versus
(T& —T), where Tc, is the Curie temperature for LiNb03
and LiTa03 taken from the experimental measurements
reported in Refs. 4 and 5, respectively, and showing
the smooth join of the published data at Tz —T- 250 K.

1.5

and at higher temperatures (in fact, from room
temperature right up to the Curie point) it follows
fairly closely the law

~(T) = 280[(Tc- T)/To]' "cm-'.

Coupling Eq. (2. V) with the definition in (2. 8) of
n /P', and giving the mode strength the value 16
as measured by Barker and Loudon, ' we find that

1.0

~'(300)/~', =-,—', v(o'/P')(n'/1) . (2.9)

Noting that ~(300)/~(0) =2~58 and using Eq. (2.6),
this reduces to

~'(0)/~0 = 6 9(o"/P')(-' —p') . (2. 10)

Now, &u (0)/a)0 and p, have been calculated quite
generally as functions of p/o'and p /6 in parts
I and II of Ref. 1.Thus, Eq. (2. 10) defines a re
lationship between these dimensionless param-
eters; we have sketched it in Fig. 3 [curve (i)].

For higher temperatures, both theory and ex-
periment suggest the law &u(T) o- (Tc —T)~~'. Con-
sider first a small anharmonicity approximation
valid for p'/u'- I, (p )'~ /6- 0. In this limit,

0.5

0
0

FIG. 2. Diagram indicating the manner'in which the
parameters &'/p' and p" /6, defined in the text, deter-
mine the nature of the ferroelectric phase transition.
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The variable $ of Hamiltoman (2. 1) is defined
in terms of the q's in the one soft-mode approxi-
mation by'

(2.13)

where the sum runs over all ions in a primitive
cell, and where M signifies mass. Using Eqs.
(2. 13) in conjunction with the measured shifts for
LiNbO„we find that($) = 2. 86 amu'~ Aatroomtem-
perature. This is of great interest since the spon-
taneous polarization is expressible in terms of
($) via the equation

0
0

FIG. 3. A number of curves each derived from the
experimental data for I,iwb03 compared on a o,'/P',
P' /& plot. Curve (i) is derived from the soft-mode
frequency at low temperatures, curve (ii) from the value
of spontaneous polarization at low temperatures, and
the shaded area (iii) contains points consistent with the
findings for soft-mode frequency near the Curie temper-
ature combined with the limits (dashed curves) that the
transition is of' a displacement type and of second order.
The shape of the polarization curve versus temperature
suggests that the transition is very close to being first
order, restricting the allowed n'/P', (P')'/ /6 values to
points near to the lower dashed curve.

from Fig. 2 to confine the possible values of these
dimensionless parameters for LiNb03 to quite a
small region; the latter is shown shaded in Fig. 3.

C. Crystal Structure Data

Single-crystal x-ray and neutron-diffraction
studies on LiNbOS have been carried out by Abra-
hams et al. ~ '~& ' Below the Curie temperature
the crystal space group is 83c and above the
Curie temperature it is very probably Bsc, which
is centrosymmetric. The structure is isomorphic
with LiTaO„which has been discussed and sketched
in Ref. 1. In going to the ferroelectric phase, the
ions move with respect to their center of mass and,
at room temperature, the magnitudes of the re-
spective shifts along the polar axis are q(Li)
=0.61 A, q(0)=-0. 20A, and q(Nb)=0. 062A.

Putting the soft-mode strength at room tempera-
ture equal to 16.0 and using Eq. (2. V) we find that

(2. 15)

Everything in this equation is known except the
ratio g/g'. Putting the room-temperature value
of spontaneous polarization equal to'4
Vl+2 pC/cm~, the primitive cell volume 6 (two
formula weights) = 106&& 10- cm, and &(300)
=248cm ', we calculate q/q'=0. VQ.

D. Spontaneous Polarization as T ~ 0

In part I of Ref. 1, a rather simple relationship
was deduced between the low-temperature spon-
taneous polarization (Po) and the Curie tempera-
ture T~. We may write it

&&, = p'~(y/n')(n/n') &&0)',

where p' as a function of P'/o. '' and (P')'~ /6 has
been comyuted in part I of Ref. 1. This equation
as it stands implies no simple relationship between
Curie temperature and saturation polarization over
a range of fer roelectrics, since nothing is present-
ly known about the variation of q, q, y, etc. , froxn
system to system. Nevertheless, it is very in-
teresting to note that just such a simple relationship
has been found experimentally" to hold with a fair
degree of accuracy over quite a range of displace-
ment ferroelectrics. The observation suggests that
Tc~(PO)' and therefore, that p'e(y/q')(q/q') does
not vary much over this group of ferroelectrics.

Substituting the experimental values for Curie
temperature (14VO 'K) and {Po)(V2 p, C/cm3) and
using the value q/g = 0.VQ already determined, we
reduce Eq. (2. 16) to a relationship between p'
(i.e. , the dimensionless parameters P'/a' and
p /6), and 'g /y. Now, eliminating q'/y between
Eqs. (2. 16) and (2.6) provides another relation-
ship between the dimensionless parameters which
we show as curve (ii) of Fig. 3.

E. Spontaneous Polarization as a Function of Temperature

The first suggestion that the polarization curve
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of LiNbO3 might be much more steplike than it is
in LiTaQ, came from the measurement of the non-
linear d, 3 coefficient from second harmonic gen-
eration experiments. " A close relationship be-
tween d» and polarization had already been ob-
served in BaTiG, ' and some theoretical insight
into the relationship obtained. ' This finding was
confirmed by Glass who measured the pyroelec-
tric coefficient for LiNbO„using the dynamic
technique first used by Chynoweth. " By degree
of steplike character, in the present context, we
are not referring to a discontinuity but to a mea-
sure of the radius vector of a P/Po-versus-T/Tc
plot when P/Po= T/Tc. For lithium tantalate this
value is 1.04; for lithium niobate it is of order
1.15-1.20. For a step-function polarization
limit, thisquantitywould, of course, be V2. From
the theory of. Ref. 1 as computed in part I of that
set of papers, no curves with steplike character
greater than 1.10 were found and the more step-
like of these were for order-disorder ferroelec-
trics. Moreover, for the possible range of p /o.'

and P
' /5 parameters allowed by the curves in

Fig. 3 for LiNbO„ the theoretical polarization
curve shapes have steplike character of only about

1.00.
Any of three explanations of this apparent dis-

agreement between theory and experiment seems
possible. First, the negative anharmonicity con-
tributions to lattice potential energy may be of
higher degree than fourth in LiNbQ, . This would

increase the steplike character of the associated
polarization curves. Indeed, the magnitude of the
ferroelectric distortion in LiNbO, may be large
enough to make any truncated series expansion in
terms of mode parameter of questionable quanti-
tative value for this case. Second, it is possible

-that the phase transition is just first order (see
Fig. 3) and that the lack of an observable sharp
transition is due to crystal inhomogeneity or lack
of stoichiometry. Finally, it is possible that
LiNbOS is a second-order ferroelectric but has
dielectric parameters which put it very close in-
deed to the first-second-order boundary. That
this is quite possible from the data examined to
date is seen from Figs. 2 and 3. The variation of
polarization curve shape in the immediate vicinity
of the first-second-order boundary has not yet
been computed for the general case; indeed, the
boundary itself has not yet been located with pre-
cision outside the small anharmonicity realm.
The problem is solely a computational one involv-
ing the simultaneous solution of integral equations.
However, for small anharmonicities the integra-
tions involved can be performed analytically and
the equations correspondingly simplify very con-
siderably. For small anharmonicities' it is

found that polarization curve shapes become very
sensitive to P'/&' and P' ~2/5 when the latter are
very close to the second-first-order boundary,
their steplike character increasing by -10% as the
boundary is approached. The more pertinent cal-
culations outside the small anharmonicity region
have not yet been carried out but, if a similar
phenomenon persists for larger anharmonicities,
it may be possible to explain the steplike charac-
ter of the I iNbG3 curves within the framework of
the theory of Ref. 1, whi1. e retaining a second-or-
der transition.

The final piece of experimental evidence used in
conjunction with the assessment of the theory for
LiTaO, was the specific-heat anomaly at the Curie
temperature. For LiNbO3 the anomaly has been
observed, but the reported accuracy of the mea-
surements is insufficient to attach much quantita-
tive significance to the results.

We are now in a position to estimate the effective
Hamiltonian parameters for LiNbQ3. From Fig.
3, coupled with our above result that the LiNb03
system is probably very close to the second-first-
order boundary, we estimate values

p'/o" = 1.9 + 0.5, (p')' i'/5 = l. 5 + 0.4 . (2. 17)

Using the median values, it follows that' —,
' —ILL'

= 0. VV and Pz =0.3V, where the latter parameter
controls the Curie temperature through the equa-
tion

».= (1/8'"(n»'/»)'"(u')'" (2. 16)

Thus, from Eq. (2.6), wefindthatq'/r 6. Equation

(2. 14) coupled with the room-temperature mea-
sured values for polarization and distortion from
centrosymmetry, yields directly g'S= 620 cm
sec and from this we can calculate

(mrs'/~)"'= (~'S)(q/q')"'(r/q')"'

&&(1/v)'~ = 114 cm '. (2. 19)

This, in turn, leads to

&,= (p'/o")'"(qrS'/v)'~'= 157cm-'

Finally, we estimate

(2. 20)

-A/8' '= (gP'/5)(qrS'/v)'~'= 171 cm-', (2.21)

and, from Eq. (2. 16) with To = 1470'K, the value
8 4kamu ' A leading toA- —VOkamu- A

This completes the determination of the effective
Hamiltonian parameters and we list them in Table
I, where we also include, for comparison, the
equivalent findings for LiTaG3 taken from Ref .. 1.
Also included in Table I are rough estimates for
the accuracy of the findings. These error brack-
ets include assessments of experimental accuracy
but are dominated for both salts by the spread in
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LiTa03

v =106x10 cm
630=140 cm ' (+20%)

—Z/Ma=176 cm ' (+25%)
A= —90 k amu A.

(+3oo%)
8=6k amu 3&

(+3oo/p)
g'8=520 cm" sec

(+10%)
~/&' =1.3 (~0%)
7]'/y =13 (+ 1O/p)

LiNb03

v=106 x10 ~4 cm
~0 ——157 cm ~(+ 25%)

g/~g 171 cm i (+ 25%)
A= —70 kamu A

(+300%)
B=4 k amu 3 A.~

(+ 3oo%)
q '8=620 cm sec

(+ 1o%)
g/q '=0. 8 (+ 10%)
q '/&=6 ('-4~p%)

TABLE I. Effective Hamiltonian parameters for
lithium tantalate and lithium niobate.

parameters' at sites b.
In the preceding paper, ' we show how an inter-

pretation of the Hamiltonian parameters assuming
a complete randomness approximation for neigh-
bor cell ionic motions [which amounts to putting
y' of Eq. (3.3) equal to +PA of Eq. (3.2)] leads
to a number of inconsistencies for LiTa03. An

exactly equivalent situation holds for the LiNbO3
data and we assume an approximation in which
possible correlations are allowed for intercell
ionic motions. Following Ref. 3, we separate the
Lorentz field contributions into a correlated part
y„„P& 0 and a completely uncorrelated part
"(P)a pinsuchawaythat

b b b
yRpA y + ~corr (3 6)

S=Zbeb~

nS b(1+nRPA~RPA n) chub
b

S =~bqapA y ebub
b

where n=(1/v). pbnb 5

(3.1)

(3 2)

(3.3)

(3 4)

&b is the electronic polarizability of the bth ion,
and where

7RPA—= l =[I (1/V)Zb 4P3A] (3.5)

in which yppg are the "effective-field" Lorentz

values of p'/n' and (p')'~3/5, which ensures the
self-consistency of the method. The reason why

the substantially increased error bracket for
q'/y in LiNbO, (compared with LiTa03) is not re-
flected in increased uncertainties for the other
parameters rests with our belief that LiNbO, is
very close to being a first-order ferroelectric,
thereby correlating

q'/upwith

p'/n' and p' /5
within the error brackets expressed in Eg. (2. 17).
That is, in addition to Eg. (2. 17), we have re-
stricted the latter parameters to values close to
the first-second-order boundary (Fig. 3).

From Table I we can now compare the relevant
microscopic parameter values for the two salts.
Using the microscopic model (point-charges plus
electronic polarizabilities) outlined in the pre-
ceding paper to represent LiNb03 and LiTa03 in
turn, we can now interpret the Table I parameter
similarities and differences for the salts in terms
of familiar microscopic concepts.

III. LiTaO, AND LiNbO, : ANANALYSISOF THE
RESULTS

The Hamiltonian parameters of Table I can be
directly related to effective charges eb and ionic
displacements qb =ub), where gbMbub= 1, and
where Mb is the mass of the bth ion and the sum-
mation runs over all sites b in a primitive cell.
The relevant equations are'

for all b. th'ith such a definition we find that'

"3=Go —(~&„„S'/v),
where gy,», S =~b g„'» y~» e, u,b

(3.7)

(3.6)

and where 00 describes the frequency of the soft
mode in the complete absence of dipolar forces,
i.e. , the bonding frequency of the soft mode.

For LiNb03, we first estimate g~» from the
measured high-frequency dielectric constant

&„(L1Nb03)=4.6=1+4717/R'PA n

using the simplified equation

7RPA (1 3~) (3.9)

which is rigorous only for certain cubic struc-
tures, but which was found to be quite quantitative
for LiTaO, and gives a consistent value for the
polarizability of the niobate ion n(NbO, ) over a
range of different structures. We find, from the
above LiNbO, data, a niobate polarizability
n(Nb03) =6.9A' and values qRPA= 2. 20 and n
= 0.130, where

n =(1/v)[2n(LI)+2n(Xm, )],
in which n(NbO, ) = n(Nb)+3n(O),

(3.10)

and where the factors two arise from the fact that
the primitive cell contains two formula weights
(2 fw) for LiNbO, . The electronic polarizability
of lithium is negligibly small in the present con-
text n(Li) =0.03. ' In the same manner, a niobate
polarizability can be calculated for Ba&NaNb50q5
[for which ' '& =4.6 and v(4fw)=1240A'] and
for BRI35S1335NbIp03p[forwhich ' e =4.9
and v(1 fw) =605A']. Making use of generally ac-
cepted values n(Ba) =2.5, n(Sr) = 1.6, and n(Na)
= 0.4 in units of A, as taken from Tessman,
Kahn, and Shockley, we find that n(Nb03)
=7.0A' in Ba3NaNb, O„and n(NbO, ) =7.2A' in
the barium strontium salt. The consistency of
the findings lends some support to the concept of
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e(r.i) + e(Nb) + 3e(O) = 0, (3.13)

and taking e(Li) to be+1, we calculate effective
charges e(Nb) =+1.4 and e(O)= —0. 8.

An equivalent calculation for LiTa03 yields'
&(TaO, ) =6.8A', g„'P„=2.17, e(Ta) =0.8, and
e (O) = —0.6. Thus, the niobate and tantalate ion
groups have closely similar electronic polariza-
bilities, but the degree of covalency of the latter
is markedly larger. The larger covalency of the
tantalate is in broad agreement with effective-
mass data in tantalates and niobates, i.e. , the
greater the principal quantum number, the greater
the overlap with the oxygen ions resulting in
broader conduction band widths. The result also
agrees with that expected from electronegativity
differences, and the actual effective charge num-
bers are in close agreement with those determined
from nuclear quadrupole resonance experiments. '

Prom the LiNb03 data of Table I we find, put-
ting q' = QRpA = 2 20 that

g = i.8, y = 0. 37, S =282 cm' ~' se c ' . (3. 14)

Also, from Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) it follows, for
LiNbO3,

+g yapA eg &g (3. iS)

Z& y e& u, 0.30S

and, from Eqs. (3.6) and (3.8),
b

b &carr ~b+b 2 5~ ~

(3. io)

(3. i7)

Finally, from Eq. (3.7), we calculate a bonding
frequency Qo= 37V cm '. These results are sum-
marized in Table II together with the equivalent
findings for LiTaO, and a rough estimate of the
accuracy of the results.

In comparing the results for LiTaO, and LiNb03,

a well-defined niobate electronic polarizability.
We neglect any possible small temperature de-
pendence of polarizability.

Using the above finding gR» = 2. 20 for LiNbO„
we may relate the ionic polarization at low tem-
peratures (i.e. , spontaneous polarization divided
by b'av„) to effective ionic charges e(Li), e(Nb),
and e(O) through the equation

~ae~qb =&&)/ra~A, (3.ii)
where ~ q(Li) = 0.51A, q(Nb) = 0.062 A, and q(O)
= -0.20A are the room-temperature spontaneous
ionic displacements from centrosymmetry and

(P) at room temperature is" 71 C/cm'. We find
that

0.51 e(Li) +0.062 e (Nb) —0.60 e (O) = 1.07, (3.12)

where e is measured in electronic units. Allow-
ing for charge conservation,

it is evident that the electronic properties are
much more alike than the ionic ones. The polar-
izabilities of the tantalate and niobate ionic groups
are equal to within the accuracy of the data, and
the equality of the pR» parameters indicate that
electronic and ionic contributions to spontaneous
polarization make up the same proportions (55/o
and 45/o, respectively) for both salts. There are,
however, some significant differences between
some of the other parameters in Table II. The
difference in the g parameters of Eq. (3.2) fol-
lows directly from the measured difference in the
soft-mode strengths at room temperature [see
Eq. (2.7)] which are 16 and 30 for LiNbO~ and
LiTaO„respectively. & It signifies, most
probably, that the ionic motion in the soft modes
of both salts is not strictly along the polar axis
(although, by symmetry, the resultant total mass
movement of the entire mode is so restricted)
but, rather, that compensating lateral components
of oxygen ionic motion exist, and to a signifi-
cantly different degree for the two systems.
Finally, the much larger ratio

b~br ~b&b/'&b ~RPA~b~b

for the niobate tha. n the tantalate (0.11 compared
to 0.03) is an indication of a markedly smaller
degree of ionic correlation (as defined in Ref. 3)
in LiNb03 than in LiTa03 near their respective
Curie temperatures. This effect probably reflects
no more than the fact that ionic correlation effects
are a decreasing function of temperature and that
Tc (LiNbO, ) is some several hundred degrees
higher than To (LiTaO, ). However, the smallness
of the numerical value of the above ratio, even for
the niobate, is an indication that correlation ef-
fects are still enormously important —even at
1500 'K.

As for the difference in Curie temperature it-
self (890 'K for LiTaOs and 1470 'K for LiNbO3),
there are probably many factors involved in a
detailed explanation, e.g. , anharmonicity, bond-
ing forces, Lorentz parameters, and covalency
effects. Our first observation, however, is that
the difference is not surprisingly large in spite, per-
haps, of initial reactions to the contrary. The

covalency contribution alone, which affects T~
(through the effective charge strengths) as S,
could account for —,

' of the observed difference.
Of the other effects, the difference in bonding fre-
quencies also favors a higher niobate Curie tem-
perature, but this effect may be somewhat reduced
by the smaller Lorentz mode parameter in
LiNbO, . Our accuracy is not sufficient to allow
us to decide whether anharmonicity differences
also contribute. In summary, it is probably fair
to say that the higher niobate T~ is primarily due
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Property

Electronic polarizability n

n'R, A
= 0')/(~, „)

Effective ionic charge parameter S
Effective Ta(Nb) ionic charge
Effective oxygen ionic charge
Hamiltonian parameter p
Hamiltonian parameter q4Y RPAebQb~+ b 8b+b

+b ~ b+b~Zb b+b

Bonding frequency 00

LiTa03

0.127 (+ 2%)
2. 17 (+2%)
240 cm3 sec ' (+15%)
O. 8 (+25%)

—o.6 (+15%)
0.17 (+15%)
2. 8 (+15/o)
6. 5 (+ 20%)
o. 22 (+2o%)
479 cm {+10%)

LiNb03

o. 13o (+ 2%)
2. 2O (+2%)
282 cm sec ' (+15%)
1.4 (+2S/o)

—0.8 (+15%)
0.37 (' &', %)
1.8 (+ 15%)
2. 8 (+30%)
o. 3o (',",%)
377 cm '{+15%)

to two factors: the larger effective charges
(smalier degree of covalency of the niobate ion
group), and the smaller bonding frequency (weak-
er short-range forces) of LiNbO, with respect to
LiTa03 .
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